Speech recognition with reduced spectral cues as a function of age.
Adult listeners are able to recognize speech even under conditions of severe spectral degradation. To assess the developmental time course of this robust pattern recognition, speech recognition was measured in two groups of children (5-7 and 10-12 years of age) as a function of the degree of spectral resolution. Results were compared to recognition performance of adults listening to the same materials and conditions. The spectral detail was systematically manipulated using a noise-band vocoder in which filtered noise bands were modulated by the amplitude envelope from the same spectral bands in speech. Performance scores between adults and older children did not differ statistically, whereas scores by younger children were significantly lower; they required more spectral resolution to perform at the same level as adults and older children. Part of the deficit in younger children was due to their inability to utilize fully the sensory information, and part was due to their incomplete linguistic/cognitive development. The fact that young children cannot recognize spectrally degraded speech as well as adults suggests that a long learning period is required for robust acoustic pattern recognition. These findings have implications for the application of auditory sensory devices for young children with early-onset hearing loss.